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This invention relates to container caps or 
closures intended to seal against tampering, and 
especially to- that type of closure which must 
be broken to permit discharge of the container’s 
contents. 7 

An object of this invention is to provide a 
molded one-piece container closure adapted to 
‘assure dealers and purchasers that the contents 
thereof are intact and‘ unadulterated. H 
Another object is‘ to provide a closure which 

cannot be removed except after breaking out a 
portion thereof. ‘ \ 

Another object is to provide a closure equipped 
with a break-out lock portion, which closure is" 
nevertheless usable, as a container cover or meas 
ure, after such break-out‘ portion has been re 
moved. 
Another object is to provide a closure with a 

locking tooth, and convenient means for break 
ing said tooth from said closure. 
Other objects are to provide a closure with an 

ambient skirt having inward-extending locking 
teeth, and, by elastic deformation of such skirt, 
to engage said teeth beneath a lip on the con 
tainer mouth, from which it cannot be removed _ 
except by breaking out a noticeably large por 
non of such skirt. , 
Another object is to provide a closure having 

a skirt and. inward-projecting locking teeth 
molded in a single unit, and to space such skirt 
outward from the mouth of the container to 
which such closure is attached by means of ribs, 
in order to permit the elastic deformation of 
such skirt while the ribs maintain? contact with 
an annular ?ange around the mouth of such 
container‘. 
In the accompanying drawing: _ 
Fig‘. -1 is a perspective view showing the general 

external appearance of a preferred‘ embodiment 
of my invention. 

Fig- 2 is a perspective view‘ seen partly from 
below‘. 

Fig‘. 3 is a sectional‘ view taken- along line 3-3 
of Fig. 1, showing such invention applied to the 
mouth of a container shown in side elevation. 

Fig.- 4 is a detail view along" line 4—4 or Fig. 3“. 
Fig. 5 is a detail sectional view along line 5-5 

of Fig. 3. ' 

Fig. 6 is a diagrammatic sectional view, similar 
to Fig- 3, of another embodiment of my inven 
tion as applied to the mouth of a bottle shown 
in side elevation. 

In. the preferred embodiment shown in the 
drawings, cap [0 comprises top portion ll, ribbed 
frusto-conical upper sides. It, annular shoulder 
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I3 and depending tubular skirt I4; I make this 
closure‘ from a vinyl ‘plastic material, by in 
jection molding; and ?nd that it possesses ade 
quate strength even though molded as a thin 
shell. The lower edge‘ 15 of skirt‘ I4" is intended 
to fit closely adjacent the upper wall of a con 
tainer 2| to which applied and hereafter referred 
to more fully; Between lower edge’ It and shoul 
der l3, skirt M has a plurality of internal ver 
tical ribs} I61. Protrudin'g inward from lower‘ edge 
I 5 are ?xed tooth H and breaksout‘ tooth l8, 
whose lower faces [9 are somewhat cammed in 
ward and‘ upward, and whose" upper faces 20 are 
adapted to engage and grasp the container rim 
or lip 22- by its under side 23. 
Extending outward and upward from skirt i4’ 

is tab or lug 24 whose thickened lower portion 
25 is an outward? continuation of break-out tooth» 
l8, and whose upper end‘ 26 is ?ared outward for 
accommodating the user's ?nger‘. The vertical 
mid-portion 21 of tab 24 is separate from but 
closely adjacent the vertical outer face 28‘ of 
stop or abutment 2-9'. Circumscribing the inter 
section of lower tab portion 25 and break-out 
tooth l8 with ski-rt I4 is a line of frangibility or 
weakness 30 molded into said skirt. 

Closure I0 is applied to- container 21 by down 
ward pressure on. top II or shoulder 13. Ribs 
I6’ are so spaced as to permit sliding engage 
ment- of the container lip 2‘2~v between them. The 
thin skirt I4 is, by these ribs» l6, spaced radially 
outward from such container‘ lip, which spacing 
leaves it free between said ribs to flex out of 
round‘ under the camzn-ing'f forces created when 
lower faces I9» of teeth H and 18 are pressed 
downward against container lip 22. When the 
upper tooth- faces 20 pass beneath the container 
lip 22, the original! tubular- shape of the skirt 
[4 isr'estored and the teeth I‘! and I-Blatch- the 
closure to" the container‘. 
With regard to removal of such closure, it 

will. be apparent that the ?xed tooth i1‘ cannot 
be de?ected outward‘ except to the extent per 
mitted by the ?exing Of skirt M, of which it is 
a rigid part. However, breakeout tooth i8 is 
somewhat‘ more flexibly incorporated into skirt 
it because the line or frangibility 30 is by‘ virtue 
of the reduced wall thickness there, a line‘ of 
?exibility as well. It is important that this line 
30‘ be readily‘ frangible, so that it shall in every 
case break under a lesser force than would chip 
teeth I‘! and Hi. This being so, one of the prob~ 
lein's in the development of my invention was to 
prevent the rotational de?ection of break-out 
tooth 18 which might permit its withdrawalfrom 
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under lip 23 and the removal of the closure 
thereby. 
To prevent this result, I utilize a stop or abut 

ment 29, which is so closely adjacent tab 24 as 
to stop its inward movement and prevent sub 
stantial rotational de?ection of tooth I8 outward 
and upward, whether from force applied to tooth 
I8 or from inward pressure on tab 24. Thus, 
the weakness inherent in line of frangibility 30 
does not permit the withdrawal of the locking 
tooth; the ?exibility necessary for snapping on 
the closure and preventing its removal thus lies 
largely in skirt portion I4. It may be varied in 
any case by modifying the factors which affect 
such ?exibility, including the thickness of the 
skirt I4 and the spacing of ribs I6. Also, a gap 
permitting limited tooth rotation may be per 
mitted between abutment face 28 and tab por 
tion 21. 

Said stop or abutment 29 also serves as an in 
dication to the user to break the closure by pres 
sure downward and outward. Shoulder I3 pro 
vides a convenient area on which to inscribe di 
rections for breaking the closure, and the out 
ward ?aring upper end 26 of tab 24 may be 
utilized for the same purpose. 

Tests of closures made conformable with this 
invention have been highly satisfactory. With 
the line of frangibility 30 made sufficiently thin 
to permit easy, clean break-out of tooth I8 by - 
the pressure of a ?nger on the upper tab end 28, 
the teeth I1 and I8 did not de?ect to permit re 
moval of such, closures. When subjected to in 
creasing pulling and side forces, the closures 
would fail, either in the line of frangibility 39 or 
by fracture of the skirt I4 itself. 

It is apparent that many other uses, embodi 
merits and modi?cations of my invention are 
possible. One shown in Fig. 6, indicating its 
application to bottles for ?uids, including liquors, 
wines and medicines, comprises a closure ID’ 
having a top portion I I’, tubular or frusto-conical 
upper sides I2’, sloping annular shoulder I3’ 
and depending tubular skirt I4’. A plurality 
of ?xed teeth I?’ and a break-01f tooth I8’ pro 
trude from the lower inner edge of skirt I4’, 
and a tab or lug 24’ extends outward from break 
off tooth I8’ upward closely adjacent skirt I4’ 
and ?ares outward at its upper end 26’. In 
this embodiment, however, skirt portion I4’ is . 
of such great depth as to serve the function 
of the abutment 29 shown in the ?rst embodi 
ment. The plurality of ?xed teeth [1’ and the 
locking tooth I8’ grasp the under side 23’ of the 
annular lip 22’ of bottle 2|’. The shoulder I3’ 
is shown as abutting directly upon the upper 
edge of annular lip 22’ of such bottle 2|’; this, 
together with the plurality of teeth I'I’, serves to 
hold the closure ID’ in alignment with bottle 2|’, 
with skirt IA’ spaced outward from such bot 
tle lip 22’. Thus, ?exure of skirt I4’ permits 
the engagement of teeth I1’ and I8’ under said 
lip. Line of frangibility 38’ circumscribes the 
intersection of tab 24’ and break-out tooth I8’ 
with skirt I4’. Though without a shoulder such 
as 29 or ribs such as IE5, this embodiment func 
tions in much the same manner as ?rst described 
embodiment; that is, the skirt ?exibility per 
mits de?ection of teeth I?’ and I8’ during cap 
ping; they latch under a container rim; a line 
of frangibility allows the removal of a break-out 
tooth, and by the abutment of the lug against 
the closure, ?exure of the break-out tooth which 
would result from the thinned line of frangibility 
is restrained. 
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Inasmuch as the line of frangibility permits 

clean break-out along a pre-determined line, 
such a closure is well suited for re-use as a re 
movable cap, and as a measure or “jigger” for 
?uids. 
My invention is thus not con?ned to the pre 

cise details hereinabove set forth; and it is ap 
parent that minor changes in construction, ar 
rangement and combination of its several fea 
tures may be made and substituted for those 
shown herein, without departing from the nature 
and salient principles of this invention. For 
example, other materials having structural prop 
erties which satisfy the needs above described 
might be utilized, with dimensions suitable ior 
their use. The number, arrangement and pro 
portions of teeth or other grasping or latching 
members may likewise be varied suitably for con 
tainers equipped with ?anges, rims, grooves, 
notches, protuberances or other means to which 
a break-out lock may be applied. 
Having thus described the present invention, 

what I claim and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is: » 

1. A closure for a container having a lip ex 
tending outward from its mouth, comprising a 
cap formed of thin brittle material having a de 
pending skirt portion ambient such lip, a plu 
rality of vertical ribs extending inward from said 
skirt and adapted to align said cap in spaced 
relation to said annular lip, a plurality of teeth 
extending inward from said skirt beneath such 
lip, the lower surfaces of said teeth being 
cammed to provide outward elastic de?ection 
in capping, a tab extending outward from one 
of said teeth and upward beyond said skirt, a 
line of frangibility in said skirt circumscribing 
said tooth and tab and a stop molded integral 
with and extending above said skirt and ad 
jacent said tab adapted to limit inward move 
ment of said tab. 

2. In a sealing closure for a container top pro 
vided with an annular lip and a groove between 
such lip and the body of the container, an in 
verted cup-like sealing structure of substantially 
circular transverse section, a ?exible annulus of 
a diameter larger than the body of said cup 
like structure and characterized by an angularly 
spaced series of rib elements adapted to hold 
said annulus in spaced relation to the annular 
lip of the container, further characterized by 
an angularly spaced series of normally horizontal 
clamping ?ngers each adapted to engage the 
groove adjacent said lip of the container, a 
predetermined weakened zone, substantially 
throughout the depth of said annulus, a lever 
element in line with one of said ?ngers‘and at 
tached to a region de?ned by said weakened zone, 
said lever element adapted for movement in a 
downward direction to break away said weakened 
zone and to enable removal of the sealing ele 
ment from the container, and means for block 
ing said lever element against any substantial 
upward and inward movement. 

3. A tamper-indicating replaceable cap for a 
container having a discharge portion with an 
outstanding lip portion, comprising a closure cap 
having a side wall portion of hollow cylindrical 
form with an inner diameter ?tting freely end 
wise over the lip portion and being provided with 
an inwardly-extending retaining portion substan 
tially in the plane of the lower margin of the side 
wall and engaging beneath such lip portion on ap 
plication of said closure cap to such container, 
said closure cap being provided externally with 
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an integral outstanding ?nger lug adjacent to: 
the edge of the side wall portion in registration" 
with said inwardly extending retaining portion, 
said side wall portion having a frangible weak 
ened zone adjacent the lug so as to provide a 
frangible wall portion about the ?nger lug adapted . 
to be broken out upon application of force to said 
?nger lug permitting thereby the removal with 
said lug of part of the wall and the said retaining 
portion. . 

4. A tamper-indicating replaceable cap for a 
' container having a discharge portion with an out-; 
standing lip portion, comprising a closure cap 
having a side wall portion of hollow cylindrical. 
form with an inner diameter ?tting freely ends 
wise over the lip portion and being provided with 
opposed inwardly-extending retaining portions 
substantially in the plane of the lower margin of; 
the side wall and engaging beneath such lip por-f 
tion on application of said closure cap to such 
container. saidv closure cap being provided ex 
ternally with an integral outstanding ?nger lug. 
adjacent to the edge of the side wall portion in‘ 
registration with one of the retaining portions, 
said side wall portion having a frangible weak 
ened zone adjacent the lug, so as to provide a 
frangible wall portion about the ?nger lug adapted 
to be broken out along with said retaining por-,' 
tion on application of force to said ?nger lug‘ 
thereby to release the engagement of said retaim" 
ing portion beneath such container lip and permit‘ 
the removal with the lug of part of the wall and 
the said retaining portion. 

5. A tamper-indicating replaceable cap for a 
container having a discharge portion with an 
annular lip, comprising an integral molded closure 
cap having a top portion, a side Wall, and a cavity 
within said side wall and extending upwardly 
therefrom into said top portion, the cavity being 
of substantially circular cross-section within the 
side wall, of su?icient diameter to enclose such 
container lip, and of a depth at least equal to the 
height of such container lip, the said closure cap 
further having retaining portions extending into 
the cavity inward from the side wall portion at 
such level as to extend beneath the greatest di 
ameter of such container lip and adapted to grasp 
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such lip beneath its greatest diameter for resist 
ing removal from the container, and a ?nger lug 
protruding outwardly from the side wall opposite 
and in registration with a retaining portion, the 
side wall being provided with a frangible weak 
zone adjacent its juncture with the lug and the 
said retaining portion, so as to provide a frangible 
wall portion adapted to be broken out along said 
juncture upon the application of force to the 
?nger lug and to permit thereby the removal with 
the lug of part of the side wall and the said 0p 
posite retaining portion whereby the grasp of 
the cap onto the container lip is released. 

6. A cap as described in claim 5, in which the 
said retaining portions have their lower surfaces 
substantially in the plane of the lower margin of 
the said side wall portion. 

7. A cap as described in claim 5, the thickness 
of the said lug at its juncture with said side wall 
portion being greater than the thickness of the 
said side wall portion. 

' ' JACK W. SOFFER. 
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